
Destinio hanging weight
machine- easy to hold wide soft
handle, 50 kg, extra strap and
pouch included - portable digital
weighing scale for gas cylinder,
luggage, suitcase and bag for
flight and travel(black)

Brand Destinio
Weight Limit 50 Kilograms
Product Dimensions 14L x 8.9W x 2.5H Centimeters
Material Nylon
Read More
SKU: B09Q33YD5V
Price: ₹1,299.00 Original price was: ₹1,299.00.₹
749.00Current price is: ₹749.00. ₹883.82 : Price incl. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hanging Weight Machine, TOOLS,
HARDWARE
Tags: 50 kg, Destinio hanging weight machine- easy
to hold wide soft handle, extra strap and pouch
included - portable digital weighing scale for gas
cylinder, luggage, suitcase and bag for flight and
travel(black)

Product Description

Destinio hanging weight machine- easy to hold wide soft handle, 50 kg, extra strap
and pouch included - portable digital weighing scale for gas cylinder, luggage,
suitcase and bag for flight and travel(black)
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Product Link

About this item
Extra-Wide, Soft & Thick handle for Easy Hold - The handle on Destinio luggage weight
machine is thick and extra wide and is made from soft touch plastic which makes it easier
to grip the handle and measure heavy weights even upto 50kg.
High Accuracy weights upto 50KG - Destinio digital weight machine for luggage has highly
precise sensors and can weigh items from 50gram to 50kg with high accuracy. It has
multiple uses like gas cylinder weight machine, suitcase weighing scale, portable weight
machine for household items for home kitchen or for weighing fish.
Easy to read Backlit LCD - The display on destinio luggage weighing scale is backlit making
it easy to read the information in day, night and low light conditions. The screen on the
luggage scale shows the accurate weight, unit (kg, g, oz, lb), low battery indication, tare,
data lock, overload and other useful information.
Lightweight and Portable with Carry Pouch included - Destinio portable weighing scale is
lightweight, compact and very easy to carry around during travels, while outdoors or at
home. The weighing scale for luggage comes with a soft fabric travel pouch/travel sleeve
for storage
Easy to use with multiple units - Destinio hanging weight machine is very easy to use and
the weights can be measured in multiple units like KG, Grams, LB and OZ. This weighing
machine for luggage can even be used as a hand weight machine for shop 50kgs or as a
bag weighing scale for luggage
Measuring tape, Nylon strap & Batteries included - This 50 kg weight machine comes with
an added measuring tape with 63 inches of range, A Nylon woven strap for measuring
items like suitcases, bags and 2 AAA batteries for convenient use.
Tare & Data lock functions - Destinio baggage weighing scale has Tare function which is
useful to measure the weight of the bag and its contents separately. The luggage weighing
scale for flights also has a Data lock function which locks in the weight measured
whenever required.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: THIS IS PERSONAL USE SCALE FOR DOMESTIC USE ONLY. IT CANNOT BE
USED FOR ANY COMMERCIAL, TRANSACTION OR PROTECTION PURPOSE.

Technical Details
Brand Destinio

Manufacturer Destinio
Country of Origin China

Number of Memory Sticks 1
Item Weight 300 g

Product Dimensions 14 x 8.9 x 2.5 cm; 300 Grams
Item part number DigScale-Hook-1

Item Height 2.5 Centimeters
Item Width 8.9 Centimeters

Included Components Digital Luggage Scale, Hook
See more: Alect laptop backpack | Buy the best quality laptop bags at affordable price in india.
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